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Introduction: Change Detection 

• Motion detection is the fundamental task for many

computer vision and video processing applications.

• For example – entertainment industry, healthcare,

behavior analysis, traffic monitoring, video

segmentation, video synopsis, action recognition, visual

surveillance, anomaly detection and object tracking.



System Framework: Moving Object Detection

Feature Extraction
-Grayscale/Color intensity

-Edge features

-Spatial features

-Temporal features

Background Modeling

-Background initialization

-Background Maintenance

Foreground Detection

Fig. 1. Moving Object detection Framework
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Fig. 2. The Proposed ANTIC descriptor
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Fig. 3. Illustration of ANTIC feature Extraction System
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Fig. 4. The comparative analysis of the proposed descriptor along various directions

with LBP, LMeP and LBDP feature descriptor



ANTIC

• One of the challenging task in change detection is to make

appropriate distinction between the properties of background

models and foreground pixels.

• Primarily, the pixel intensities are used to solve this problem

but it fails to handle the noise and illumination variations.

• Local descriptors have proven to be very discriminative and

are invariant to illumination changes.

• Furthermore, to detect the changes in a video stream, we

encoded both the spatial and temporal feature space.



State-of-the-art Properties

ViBe [2]

(2011)

• The authors proposed three important background model

update strategies: random sample replacement, memoryless

update policy, spatial diffusion via background sample

propagation.

• They further used a constant threshold and static update rate

for foreground detection and background model maintenance

PBAS [3]

(2012)

• The authors introduced dynamic controllers to update the per-

pixel decision thresholds and learning rates.

SuBSENSE [4]  

(2015)

• The SuBSENSE computes the pixel-level spatiotemporal

feature descriptor LBSP [4], color channel intensity and

incorporates the adaptive feedback information to perform

background subtraction.

• The adaptive feedback mechanism continuously monitors the

model fidelity and segmentation entropy to update the

decision thresholds, learning rates and background samples.



Proposed Method: ANTIC

• The spatial features (intra-ANTIC) are computed for the

background models and the spatiotemporal features (inter-

ANTIC) are extracted between the background and current

frame.

• These features are extracted by using proximity threshold.

This increases the adaptability of the proposed descriptors in

challenging visual scenarios.

• The proximity threshold is applied over magnitude variations

in the local neighborhood.



Intra-ANTIC



Inter-ANTIC



Fig. 5. Block diagram of SuBSENSE; dotted lines indicate feedback relations. 



Fig. 6. The inter-ANTIC feature descriptor



Fig. 7. Demonstrating the effectiveness of intra-ANTIC and inter-ANTIC patterns in video 

containing shadows



ANTIC: Background Subtraction

• We proposed to use nonparametric background
models for background subtraction.

• The pixel-level background model is characterized
by the combination of color and intra-ANTIC bit-
stream for each color channel.

• The background model can be represented using



ANTIC: Background Subtraction

• The similarity matching is performed to identify
salient object motions based on hamming distance
between the intra-ANTIC and interANTIC bit-
patterns.

• If the distance is less than the given threshold, then
the current pixel is considered similar to a
background.

• This two-step verification technique ensures robust
classification of a pixel to become foreground.



ANTIC: Background Subtraction

• At each step, the matching is performed using



ANTIC: Model Update

• Furthermore, we update the background models
using a stochastic approach as given in ViBe.

• For each pixel classified as background, a randomly
selected sample of B(a, b) is replaced by current
observation I(a, b) with probability of 1/T where T
is the model update rate.



ANTIC: Model Update

• Moreover, the randomly selected neighbor of BM(a,
b) is also replaced by the current value with the
probability of 1/T.

• The model update rate T regulates the speed of
background model adaptation.

• Large value of T leads to low update probability
(thus, no or minimal changes in the model) and
vice-versa.



ANTIC: Model Update

• In this paper, we use pixel-level adaptive distance
thresholds (Rcolor & Rantic) and model update rate (T)

• These parameters are continuously updated by
monitoring the background model and feedback
scheme.

• In this paper, the feedback scheme requires initial
color threshold as 30 and initial ANTIC distance
threshold as 3 for adaptive threshold generation.



ANTIC: Model Parameters

• We use the following parameters values: Q=50,

• Initial color threshold (Rcolor=30) and initial ANTIC
distance threshold (Rantic=3) for adaptive threshold
generation. The remaining parameter values for the
feedback scheme are assigned as given in
SuBSENSE.

• Furthermore, we use simple post-processing
techniques. (median filter & morphological
operations) in all the experiments for change
detection.
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Fig. 8. Foreground detection results of the proposed method and other state-of-the-art methods



Performance Metrics

• Pixel-based Evaluation Metrics

Ground Truth

TPFN FP

TN

Result

TP
Precision=

TP+FP

TP
Recall=

TP+FN

2*Precision*Recall
F-score=

Precision+Recall

Fig. 9. Pixel based performance evaluation 
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*The references are corresponding to the original ANTIC paper
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